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Abstract: COVID-19 is quickly spreading around the world and carries along9

with it a significant threat to public health. This study sought to apply10

meta-analysis to more precisely and accurately estimate the basic reproduc-11

tion number (R0) of COVID-19 in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the12

isolation policy across countries, and the corresponding public health capa-13

bility to care for patients. Prior estimates of R0 have varied widely and14

range from 1.95 to 6.49. Utilizing meta-analysis techniques we determined15

a more robust estimation of 3.05 for R0, which is substantially larger than16

that provided by the WHO. We also present the infectious rate standardized17

to per million population, which has proved to be a good index to determine18

whether the isolation measures in specific countries are effective. Also, this19

standardized infection rate can be used to determine whether the current20

infectious severity status is out of range of the national health capacity. Fi-21

nally, we utilize our robust estimate of R0 and the standardized infectious22

rate to illustrate that the early and aggressive isolation measures enforced23

by the Chinese government were substantially more effective in controlling24

the negative impact COVID-19 than the more permissive measures enacted25

early in Italy and the United States.26

27

Key words: Meta-analysis, Million population rate, Isolation, COVID-19.28

29

1 Background30

December of 2019 saw an unprecedented spike in the number of cases of lower31

respiratory tract infections in Wuhan, China. Most patients presented with symp-32

toms resembling viral pneumonia which is characterized by fever, dry cough, dys-33

pnea, fatigue, and body aches. The outbreak in Wuhan was found to be due to34
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a novel strain of COVID-19 with high virulence and transmissibility. On Jan-35

uary 12th, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) named it as COVID-1936

WHO2020. COVID-19 is the seventh member of the human-infected coron-37

avirus family Chan2020. Other notable coronavirus family members include38

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus and Middle East Respira-39

tory Syndrome (MERS). All have been responsible for massive outbreaks within40

the last 15 years. As with its predecessors, COVID-19 may be transmitted from41

person-to-person by droplet or contact as well as the fecal-oral route Wang2020.42

Because it is a novel strain, there is no herd immunity which partially accounts43

for its rapid spread and unfortunately, the strain is highly virulent, with a mor-44

tality rate well over 10-fold that of the illness caused by the seasonal H. influenza45

virus. By Jan 23, 2020, Wuhan city was quarantined and shortly thereafter all of46

the other provinces in China announced heavy restrictions on travel. However,47

COVID-19 had already escaped containment and is rapidly spreading across the48

world.49

As of this writing, there are no known anti-viral medications that directly50

eliminate COVID-19. In addition to supportive care, when available, infected51

patients otherwise must rely on the immune response to overcome the novel virus.52

The innate and adaptive immune response may inhibit and then eliminate the53

virus by selecting and then producing antibodies specific to the virus epitope(s).54

Because the virus is novel, Human B-cells have no memory of the viral anti-55

gen and thus their response is both delayed and diminutive. Thus, previously56

uninfected humans, especially older individuals, people with poor immunity or57

on immunosuppression, or with underlying comorbidities are at relatively high58

risk of mortality. Scientists are actively working on a vaccine that provides the59

previously uninfected human host with immunity by injecting a non-virulent epi-60

tope of the virus so that the body may develop memory B cells that can rapidly61

and vigorously attack and eliminate the virus with specific anti-viral antibodies.62

Unfortunately, even optimistic projections for the delivery date of an effective63

vaccine against COVID-19 would arrive far too late to impede the massive wave64

of COVID-19 spread.65

In the absence of an effective vaccine or anti-viral regimen to eliminate the66

virus, the best mechanism to prevent rapid transmission and overutilization of67

available healthcare resources, which may lead to unnecessary death, is the early68

and aggressive isolation of infected individuals and at-risk populations. Isolation69

decreases the effective reproductive number by decreasing the transmissibility of70

the virus. Strategies to limit the spread of COVID-19 have varied drastically71

by country and even by state and local governments/institutions in the United72

States (US). The duration and aggressiveness of isolation necessarily depend on73

the stage of the outbreak for the country in question. For example, China has74
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reached a buffer period by using early and aggressive quarantine measures, Most75

of Europe is currently at its peak period, and the US remains in a period of76

exponential case growth which may be due to late, inconsistent, and relatively77

permissive isolation measures enacted by states in absence of an early unified78

federal response.79

The number of people who are infected during the peak period depends mainly80

on the efficacy of quarantine in the absence of a vaccine. So the quarantine has81

been carried out to decrease the effective reproduction number of COVID-19.82

From the term of epidemic principles, the virus usually has the initial basic trans-83

missibility R0. R0 is an important index to determine the epidemic intensity. So84

many studies have been carried out to estimate it as we describe in detail below.85

As the efficacy of quarantine increases, the reproductive number decrease. If the86

declining trend continues with the assumption of no resurges of the epidemic,87

the reproduction number will drop below one, meaning that each individual will,88

on average, infect less than one other individual and subsequently, the epidemic89

is gradually die off at this time point when the effective reproductive number90

reaches one. Also, the peak of the infection rate can be delayed or reduced after91

the government intervention by reducing the effective reproductive number Rt,92

and accordingly, it reduces the strain on healthcare systems which are set to run93

at near-capacity in absence of an epidemic.94

Therefore, the above epidemic scenarios motivated us to investigate the ef-95

fectiveness of the isolation policy across different countries from real data since96

it is important for public health to identify effective measures of prevention for97

COVID-19 spread. This study has three purposes. First, since estimates of R098

range widely (1.95 to 6.47) in the existing literature, we sought to utilize meta-99

analyses to determine a more robust estimate for R0. Second, we standardized100

the infectious rate to per million population as a more conducive comparison of101

the distribution of COVID-19 and to more readily show how the infectious rate is102

beyond the maximum of the health system capacity in some countries. Third, we103

can show how the relative success of China isolation policy to control the effective104

reproductive number from the statistical model based on real data. To this end,105

the results can supply some useful guidelines for controlling the rapid spread of106

COVID-19 in the world. The rest of this article is organized as follows. The107

proposed model is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 demonstrates the results108

from the proposed model. Conclusions are given in Section 4.109

2 Method110

We introduce the related statistical models to solve the question in COVID-19
research in this section. Each virus has a basic reproductive index of R0. The
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higher the reproduction index, the greater the spread of the virus in the absence
of quarantine (government isolation policy). So, we assumed that the number
of infected patients is related to the total population, the effective reproduction
number index, and the government isolation policy to stop the rapidly transmitted
from person to person. Now let Yt denote the number of infectious patients in a
specific country, and the model for the number of the COVID-19 cases is assumed
to be dependent on the total population, the reproduction number index, and the
government isolation policy as follows:

Yt = F (Rt, t, P,X), (1)

where Rt denotes the effective reproduction index at time t, P denotes the total111

population in the specific country, and X denotes the local government such as112

a balance between the freedom and permissiveness. The function F can be a113

suitable predict function with these variables P , Rt, and X. For the function F ,114

the paper liu2020 used functional mixed effect model to Yt. We do not focus on115

the construction of the function F in this paper.116

The basic reproductive number R0 is an important pandemic index to indi-117

cate infectious intensity, but it is challenging to determine the true value. Many118

studies have given a wide range of R0 in the existing literature, and we propose119

the meta-analysis to estimate it in Section 2.1. Usually, the higher the reproduc-120

tion number, the more people will be infected given no intervention. We proposed121

to use the infectious rate per million population from Yt and P to see the pan-122

demic severity in Section 2.2. Also, this standardized infectious rate per million123

population also allows us to compare the intervention effects of COVID-19 across124

countries. If the infectious rate exceeds the maximum healthcare capacity, the125

pandemic will cause a high mortality rate. Therefore, we discuss the relationship126

between the healthcare capacity and the peak of the infectious rate in Section 3.127

2.1 The basic reproduction number128

As mentioned in Section 1, the basic reproduction number R0 is an indication of129

the initial transmissibility probability of a virus. It represents the average number130

of newly infected patients generated by an already infectious person. For example,131

if R0 is 3, then each patient has been spreading the infection to 3 other peoples in132

theory. We have done a systematic review of the reproduction index, and we find133

that many studies such as Wu2019; Read2019; Imai2020; and Riou2020134

have been carried out to estimate this important basic reproduction number135

index from statistical models. Most of these studies were based on the stochastic136

process and the growth statistical model in the exponential distribution family.137

The estimated values of R0 were different from each other with the range was138

from 1.95 to 6.49. This huge difference of R0 motivated us to estimate the basic139
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reproduction number by the scientific meta-analysis method, which is a statistical140

tool that combines the results of multiple scientific studies.141

Meta-analysis can be used to address the same question in multiple scientific142

studies, where each individual study reporting measurement was expected to have143

some degree of error. So our main aim is to use the meta-analysis approach to144

derive a pooled estimate closest to the unknown common truth. A benefit of145

this approach was allowing us to have the aggregation of information leading to146

a higher statistical power and a more robust point estimate than that is possible147

from the measure derived from any individual study. Therefore, we have selected148

13 independent studies to estimate R0 by meta-analysis in the paper. In these149

selected studies, these studies collected a random sample from a larger popula-150

tion with a COVID-19 disease. These random samples included different patient151

population with a different city, different countries, or different time periods, and152

so we proposed to use the random-effect meta-analysis model, which were devel-153

oped by the papers Hedges1985 and DerSimonian1986. The random-effects154

meta-analysis model is specified as155

R̂0j = R0 + µj + εj , (2)

where µj ∼ N(0, τ2) and εj ∼ N(0, σ2
j ). The parameter τ2 represents the156

between-study variability and is often referred to as the heterogeneity parameter.157

It estimates the variability among the studies, beyond the sampling variability.158

Therefore, the target of inference is R0
pop = R0 + E(µj). We use the weighted159

average as the estimator for R0
pop as follows:160

R̂0
pop =

K∑
j=1

ŵjµ̂j

K∑
j=1

ŵj

, (3)

where ŵj = 1/(σ̂2
j + τ̂2).161

2.2 The infection rate per million population162

COVID-19 is now a global pandemic, but some countries have been hit harder163

than others. The US now leads the world in overall cases. The government in164

each country has implemented its own policy requiring varying levels of isolation165

in their efforts to prevent COVID-19 spread. To compare the effectiveness of166

isolation policies across the countries in this section, we standardized the number167

of infectious cases by population size by (Yt/P × 100, 0000). The effectiveness of168

the isolation policy is negatively related to the effective reproductive number of169
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Rt. Therefore, the change curve of the standardized infectious rate over time can170

indicate the effectiveness of the isolation policy executed by the government.171

By standardizing the reproduction rate to per million population, we can more172

feasibly compare the effect of the government closure policy across countries since173

it allows the reader to see both the number of the total population and the number174

of cases in a single measure. Additionally, since the health system capacity is175

proportional to the total population, the reproduction rate per million population176

is more likely to predict whether the health capacity in a specific country has been177

exceeded, which is important to know because this can lead to an unnecessary178

increase in morbidity and mortality. The statistical results will be given in result179

Section 2.2.180

2.3 Healthcare capacity181

It is possible to reduce the density of social contact, limited population isolation,182

and avoid the occurrence of super-transmission environment, the majority of183

single-door hospitals, as long as the public reduce the concentration of large-184

scale activities, the peak of the disease to implement home-based office, students185

at home internet classes (online teaching) measures, can greatly reduce the spread186

of the disease. So the peak of the infection rate can be delayed or reduced after187

the intervention as shown in Figure 1, which is from two simulation data set with188

the same number of 10,000 infectious patients.189

Although COVID-19 is likely to infect a large proportion of each country’s190

population, early and aggressive isolation policies should be effective in “flattening191

the curve” for the infection rate as shown in Figure 1. The “social distancing”192

measures have been put in place with the hope of delaying and reducing the193

overall peak of the infection rate curve. While the integral patient number of the194

normal curves is the same for both curves, the “flattened” curve never exceeds the195

capacity of the healthcare system, so that there are adequate resources to care for196

those with serious infections as well as those already requiring hospital care for197

other health conditions. For example, the Chinese government has made every198

effort to ensure that its citizens are not infected at the expense of the economy.199

In contrary to China, Europe, and the United States is relatively open at the200

beginning. We will give these comparisons in Section 3.3.201

3 Results202

This section applied the above-proposed methods to solve the research questions203

from the real COVID-19 data. We will show how the infectious number change204

with the effective reproductive because of the success of the isolation policy.205
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Figure 1: The flattered curve give how the infectious rate of COVID-19 can
reduce the burdens of the health care system and the needed hospital capacity
compared with the steep curve.
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NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis
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Figure 2: The reproduction number R0 from meta-analysis, which included 13
studies with the range between 1.95 and 6.47. Our robust estimate of R0 is 3.05,
which is larger than 1.95 from WHO.

3.1 The basic reproduction number206

Our estimate of R0 from meta-analysis is 3.05 as shown in Figure 2. Our value is207

larger than the range from 1.4 to 2.5 from WHO. We find that the stochastic and208

statistical methods for deriving R0 provide estimates that are reasonably compa-209

rable such as in the paper Zhao2019. Most mathematical methods produce the210

larger estimates, although the values from some of the mathematical methods211

were within the range produced the statistical and stochastic estimates. We find212

that the reproductive number of R0 of COVID-19 is larger than that of SARS.213

3.2 Infection rates per million population214

This information graphic takes the ten most-affected countries in terms of total215

cases and calculates the cumulative infectious rate per million population. Using216

this measure, Italy has the most severe rate with 1,000 per million population217

as in Figure 3. The USA is increasing very fast and the pattern of its curve218

is similar to Italy. The curves of China and South Korean are very flat, which219
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Figure 3: The infection rate curves per million population. The curves of China
and South Korean were becoming very flat after 29 days, which indicates that
both countries have effectively controlled the COVID-19 spreading. The curves
of Italy and USA are at a similar climbing pattern.
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indicates that these two countries have controlled the epidemic in an effective220

way. Compared with South Korean, China has a relatively low infectious rate221

per million population due to its massive population and apparent containment222

for the time being.223

Compared with the cumulative infectious rate, the incidence rate per million224

is a measure of the number of new cases per unit of time in the population. This225

paper also gives a comparison of the effectiveness of the isolation policy over226

time between China and the USA from the daily incidence infectious rate per227

million population over time. The epidemic process in China has been controlled228

in an effective way as shown in the upper panel in Figure 4. The solid curve229

in Figure 4 is the real infectious incidence rate from the real China data. The230

effective reproduction number decays in the dashed line, which is assumed as231

the exponential distribution with the basic reproduction number R0 (3.05) from232

meta-analysis at the start point, then reach 1:00 at the peak point. The decay233

curve indicates that the isolation policy in China was very successful since the234

effective reproduction number has dropped to 1:00 at peak time.235

If the USA has similar effects of the isolation policy as China, then the effective236

reproduction number should decay as the dashed line as shown in the lower panel237

in Figure 4. However, the date to reach the peak of the number of the infectious238

number appears well beyond 26 days in the US. In fact, the US is still rising at239

an exponential rate, exposing an ineffective current isolation policy.240

3.3 Healthcare capacity241

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the peak of the infection rate can be delayed or re-242

duced after the intervention such as the social distancing measures has been put243

in place. However, if the peak curve exceeds the capacity of the healthcare sys-244

tem without a successful intervention, especially for the heavy burden of serious245

infectious patients in the intensive care unit, then it causes a high mortality rate.246

This section wants to apply the pandemic theory to the real data of COVID-19247

so that we can justify the fact why the mortality rate was low in China.248

We give the daily infectious rate curve per million population against time249

in Figure 5. The dotted line is the daily infection rate per million population in250

China and the solid line is the daily infection rate per million population in Italy.251

Italy has reached 108.3 per million population compared with 3.5 per million252

population in China. So we can see that Italy has a more steep curve than253

China from the graph. The curve shows that there were no immediate effective254

preventive measures to stop the disease in the community in Italy compared with255

China. Given that hospital capacity per million population is similar to China,256

the epidemic in Italy was far beyond its maximum national health capability. It257

may partially explain why the mortality rate of 11.9%(13, 155/110, 574) in Italy258
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Figure 4: The effective reproduction number and the daily infectious number in
China and the USA. The predicted dash line is the decay curvy of the effective
reproductive number from China’s real data. The dotted line is a reference line
when the effective reproductive number arrives one. The solid line in the above
panel is the infectious number in China, and the solid line in the lower panel is
the infectious number in the USA. The peak day was at about 26 days after Dec
20 in China while the USA is still rising after 26 days.
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Figure 5: The dot line is the daily infection rate per million population in China
and the solid line is the daily infection rate per million population in Italy. Italy
has reached 108.3 per million population compared with 3.5 per million popula-
tion in China

was much higher than the mortality rate of 3.7%(3, 312/88, 554) in China as far259

April 1 2020. In other words, government measures such as city lockdown have260

not been put in place to reduce the overall peak of the infection rate curve, which261

has been mentioned in Figure 1 in Section 2.3.262

4 Conclusion263

This paper developed statistical methods to solve some challenging problems in264

COVID-19 research. The estimate of the basic reproductive number has been265

carried out in many studies, which were involved in different samples in different266

cities and countries, different time periods for Wuhan infectious population, and267

simulation samples from statistical or mathematics models. So, the basic repro-268

duction number varies from 1.95 to 6.47. According to the existing literature, we269

choose independent studies to estimate the R0 from a meta-analysis. we found270

that the estimated R0 for the COVID-19 from the meta-analysis is 3.05 (2.57,271
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3.62), which is considerably higher than the WHO estimate at 1.95. Also, we give272

the effective decay curve of Rt with an exponential distribution with the start273

point at 3.05 and at 1.00 at 26 days. The decay curve displays the whole process274

of COVID-19 in China with the successful isolation policy.275

We find that the infection rate per million population is a good index to276

determine how the severity of COVID-19 in a specific country. Compared with277

the USA and Italy, the Chinese government is efficient and powerful to execute278

the isolation policy in this flight for COVID-19. There are several reasons for279

the Chinese successful isolation policy. Firstly, laboratory testing such as nucleic280

acid testing and CT scans have been widely applied in China, which was helpful281

for the identity and the isolation of COVID-19 patients at the right time and the282

right place. The timely screening of suspected COVID-19 patients can reduce283

the peak of the infectious rate of COVID-19, and then can reduce the burdens of284

the health care system in the whole country. Secondly, the large scale and severe285

exclosure policies were carried out to isolate infected people and quarantine their286

contact with healthy people. Finally, if the hospital system can increase the287

health capacity to take care of more patients by quickly building up mobile cabin288

hospitals, which can partially reduce the mortality rate.289

The paper is applying the proposed methods to the COVID-19 research based290

on the available data and literature. The proposed model results such as R0 from291

the meta-analysis are driven by these existing data information and literature.292

As the outbreak is continually expanding to more regions in the world, the size293

of peak value and peak time may depend on a number of factors including the294

speed of diagnoses and hospitalization of confirmed cases. Therefore, updating295

the model results may need to be refined in the future.296
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